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Abstract 

Multi-agent systems fit nicely into domains that are naturally distributed and require 

artificial intelligence technology. The autonomous network-based information services 

integration architecture has been designed to satisfy the multiservice utilization in rapidly 

changing environments. However, the increase in the total number of user requests and 

changes lead to the unbalancing load in the system and the overload in the locality. This 

paper proposes a new strategy to solve such problem. Autonomous load distribution can 

be achieved through the integrated access method, which reduces the total load of the 

system for the number of Pull-MAs sent to the system decrease. In addition, the 

information structure of integrated service area is effective to improve the ratio of the 

satisfaction of Pull-MAs with joint request on one node. As a result, the homogeneous 

distribution of the separated services requests and correlated services requests is 

guaranteed autonomously. The simulation witnesses the success of the proposed 

mechanism. 
 

Keywords: multi-agent system; artificial intelligence; autonomous network-based 

information service; load distribution. 

 

1. Introduction 

With the advances in communication technologies and the decreasing costs of 

computers, Global Information Systems, such as Internet has become an attractive 

alternative for satisfying the information service needs of global users. Currently, most 

information service systems enable one-to-one interactions, which take place between one 

user and one provider. But sometimes the user requests multi-service, for example, a 

complete travel package made up of several flights and hotel information. In this case, the 

adaptability and timeliness have to be assured by the system. Conventional information 

service systems based on client/server model cannot meet users’ heterogeneous and 

dynamically changing requirements. 

The demand for information services is increasing at an explosive rate. Due to large 

geographical region of business operations and external competitive pressures, information 

services are expected to collect, store, retrieve, integrate and distribute timely at remote 

and dispersed nodes. In order to reduce network traffic and improve users’ access time, we 

are developing a demand-oriented architecture called Faded Information Field (FIF), 

sustained by push/Pull mobile agents [1]. The characteristic of the FIF is to balance the 

cost of information allocation performed by push mobile agents and the cost of the access 

to the information performed by the pull mobile agents [2]. The information structure 
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consequently permits to preserve the same access time to all unspecified users, whatever 

their current demand trend and volume. 

Several standards have been offered to solve the problem of enterprise application and 

information integration such as CORBA [11] and UDDI [12]. The CORBA standard 

allows distributed objects to communicate with each other using a commonly defined 

interface language. However, it is not efficient in large decentralized information systems. 

Web services standard UDDI is a specification for distributed Web based information 

registries of Web services. It focuses more on information registry and discovery issues 

than integration issue.  
 

2. Autonomous Correlated Services Access 

Through the autonomous integration and dynamic online allocation described in the 

paper [3], majority of users’ multiservice requests can be satisfied on one node at the 

same time. But still have some Pull-MAs with joint requests must get the correlated CHs 

from the separated node in each service area. In this case, the access time of the Pull-MA 

with joint request is composed of the time to move inside integrated service area to the 

corresponding nodes which store the requested correlated CHs, the time of processing at 

each node, and the time of returning to the user. 

In a study on the performance of mobile agent systems, it is validated that the 

transmission time and the processing time strongly depends on the amount of information 

volume retrieved by the Pull-MA. For multi-service access, in order to obtain customized 

information, the users have to specify their personal conditions about the correlated 

services and the correlated CHs of each service. 

As an example shown in Fig. 1, the Pull-MA is emitted with joint request about CH(11, 

12, 14) of CC1 and CH(21, 22, 24) of CC2. But the most correlated CHs in the integrated 

area only consist of CH(11, 12, 21, 22). The Pull-MA cannot be satisfied on one node for 

multi-service request. As a result, it must move to the upper node to get the required CHs 

of CC1 at a certain node. And then through the integrated service area to move to a node 

to get the correlated CHs of CC2. If the Pull-MA gets all matching CHs from node C and 

carries these CHs to move to the node G, the transmission time between node C and G 

will be high. As CH(11, 12, 21, 22) allocated in the integrated area are common correlated 

CHs for all nodes, the Pull-MA can also get them at node G. It is enough that the Pull-MA 

just gets the lacking CHs of CC1 from node C. For instance, if the Pull-MA only takes 

CH14 moving from node C to node G and gets other correlated CHs from node G, the 

response time can be improved while transmission time decrease. 

 

Figure 1. Autonomous Moving with Correlated CHs 
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The information structure of integrated service area permits to efficiently distributed 

Pull-MAs with joint requests between the levels. However, under rapidly changing 

environment, local overload in certain nodes might arise depending upon changing arrival 

rate. As the gradient of the information structure, any request bounded for a lower level 

can be processed in a higher level of information if some free resources are available. 

Similarly, the processes of higher-level requests for multi-service access can be executed 

at the lower nodes with the lacking CHs. But extra access overhead are induced and 

impair the overall response time in the case that access processes are executed in more 

different levels. To distribute the multi-service access in separated process is benefit only 

if all upper nodes able to satisfy the request are currently congested. In other conditions, 

to satisfy the multi-service request at appropriate nodes is more efficient.  

To analyze the load distribution of Pull-MA with joint request, the simple information 

structure is considered, as shown in Fig. 2, and the M/M/k queuing model is applied. 

There are two kinds of Pull-MA’s request in this model: 
 Single service request: the Pull-MA only requests CHs of CC2 information service. 

 Multiple services request: the Pull-MA requests correlated CHs of CC1 and CC2 at 

the same time.  

 

Figure 2. The Model of the Load Distribution Analysis 

Table 1. Illustration of Parameters 

λ01 arrival rate of Pull-MAs to request CH(21, 22) 

λ02 arrival rate of Pull-MAs to request CH(21, 22, 23) 

λ11 arrival rate of Pull-MAs with joint request for CH(11, 12) and CH(21, 22) 

λ12 arrival rate of Pull-MAs with joint request for CH(11,12,13) and CH(21,22, 23) 

μ0 service rate of Pull-MAs with single request 

μ1 service rate of Pull-MAs with joint request 

μ2 service rate of Pull-MAs for just getting the lacking CH 

If only considering the average processing time of each node, two process methods 

exist for Pull-MAs with joint requests that cannot be satisfied at one node. 

 Forward to process: the Pull-MAs with joint requests are processed in the 

appropriate level, i.e. the node B always forwards the unsatisfied Pull-MAs to the 

upper level. 

 Get and process: the unsatisfied Pull-MAs with joint requests just get the lacking 

CH from the upper level and return back to process at the lower node. 

These two methods are compared in this analysis. Therefore, the average response time 

of the node B and node C in two models can be expressed as follows, and Table 1 gives 

the illustration of parameters used in the formulas. 
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From above analysis, we can see that the variation of the average response time of 

upper and lower nodes for the Pull-MAs relates to the changes in the users’ preferences. If 

the sum of λ11 + λ12 is a constant and μ1 < μ2, the average processing time of TC 

increases rapidly in the case of overload with the λ12 increase. But in such case, the lower 

node becomes underload. It is efficient to improve the average response time of the upper 

node by using Get and process method. Both waiting time and processing time at the 

upper node are reduced. On the other hand, this approach has the disadvantage to burden 

the Pull-MAs that can be satisfied at the lower node with the increasing waiting time. 

A.  Autonomous Processing 

If the lower nodes only forward unsatisfied Pull-MAs with joint request to upper nodes 

to process, the local overload in certain nodes might arise depending upon changing 

users’ preferences. The access load distribution must provide both efficiency in response 

time and fairness among the Pull-MAs with heterogeneous requests. Therefore, the 

autonomous access distribution mechanism is proposed to fairly reduce congestion under 

dynamically changing users’ preference conditions. According to the current condition, 

Pull-MAs with joint request execute two process methods adaptively. 

 If the current load is more than that of the upper node, forwards Pull-MAs directly to 

upper level and executes processes on upper node. 

 If the heavy load in upper level is detected, gets the lacking CH from the upper node 

and executes processes on the lower node to reduce the processing overhead of upper 

level. 

In the system, each node autonomously determine its process behavior for Pull-MAs to 

dynamically balance the load in the locality and offload some congested nodes by 

adaptive executing forward to process or get and process. The forward to process is 

reactive to a current overload situation making a reduction of the waiting time of Pull-

MAs. The get and process proactive to reduce the servicing time on the upper node with 

heave load. Both processes assure the dynamic adaptation to unbalance of workload in the 

locality. If 
upT  and 

lowT  are the current processing time of the upper and lower nodes, a 

new process behavior leads to new processing times as '

upT and '

low T . The fairness for the 

process behavior of Pull-MAs with joint request permits to the total decrease in the 

response time of the latter is equivalent or improved compared to the increase in the 

response time of the former. 

   ' '

up up low low

up low up low

0
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T T T T
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B.  Autonomous Monitoring 

Under rapidly changing conditions, neither the demand correlated CHs nor the required 

conditions of each user can be predicted in the system. The workload unbalance hence 
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cannot be solved through the centralized approach without incurring large time overheads. 

It is necessary that the decision of the process behaviors for Pull-MAs with joint request 

at each node be only based on the node’s local information. The autonomous process 

behavior of each node assures to keep the fairness of the changes of the processing times 

in current and upper nodes. The local processing time of each node is mainly due to the 

node utilization, which is defined as the ration between the arrival rate of satisfied Pull-

MAs over the service rate. To estimate the load in the locality, each node monitors the 

node utilization of current and upper nodes. As shown in Fig. 3, the node utilization of the 

current node B and the upper node C can be given by: 

p01
cu
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p02 f
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ρ
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• λp: process rate of Pull-MAs with joint request that cannot be satisfied at the current 

node, i.e. number of Pull-MAs undertaking the get and process behavior. 

• λf : forward rate of unsatisfied Pull-MAs with joint request to the upper node, i.e. 

number of Pull-MAs undertaking the forward to process behavior. 

C.  Autonomous Adjusting 

Any change of the access behavior has the effect on the processing times in current and 

upper nodes. The average response time of each node is mainly due to the length of the 

waiting queue. Based on the monitored value of the node utilization, each node estimates 

the average length of queue in current and upper nodes. Meanwhile, the forward ratio r f  

which is defined as the ratio of the forward rate to the total number of unsatisfied Pull-

MAs with joint request is dynamically adjusted according to the changes of node 

utilization. The more the processing time of the upper node increases, the less the forward 

ratio is adjusted. Consequently, we can modify the forward ration with a new value, by 

comparing the average length of queue in current and upper nodes. 
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Through the autonomous adjusting mechanism, the access distribution of Pull-MAs 

with joint request is gradually refined to improve the response time and assure the fairness 

of multi-service access. This step-by-step approach permits to achieve timeliness under 

rapidly changing environments with high autonomy of information services. 
 

3. Performance Evaluation 

In this section, two simulations are illustrated to show the efficiency of the autonomous 

correlated services access technology based on the autonomous integrated information 

structure. We have developed Autonomous Information Service System Simulator (AIS3) 

[10] for performance evaluation. 

 Load reduction: to show that the autonomous integrated information structure and 

integrated access techniques are not only to improve the response time of multi-

service access, but also to reduce the total load of the system. 

 Access distribution: to show that the proposed autonomous process adjusting 

technique is efficient to reduce the local overload in rapidly changing user demand. 
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A.  Load Reduction Evaluation 

a) Simulation Model  

To evaluate the performance of load distributionn, we consider two SPs to provide 

CC1 and CC2 services and heterogeneous user distributions. Figure 3 shows the fixed 

information structure of each service that has been constructed to map a certain volume of 

user requests. The CC1 service area is composed of 30 nodes dispatched on 5 levels and 

from SP to the edge level the information volume is 10CHs, 8CHs, 6CHs, 4CHs and 

2CHs respectively. The CC2 service area is set up by 20 nodes with 4 levels and 10CHs, 

8CHs, 6CHs and 3CHs are allocated from SP to the edge level. 

The distributions of user demands for separated service and integrated service is shown 

in Table 2. Total number of CHs is 10 for each SP and the data size of each CH is 1 

kBytes. Table 3 gives the initial parameters to perform the simulation. 

b) Results 

For comparison, three experiments are executed on the simulation model. 

 The separated access method is applied for Pull-MAs with joint request on the 

separated service areas. The average response time of users who request only one 

service is observed. 

 The integrated access method is applied for Pull-MAs with joint request on the 

separated service areas. The average response time of multi-service accesses is 

observed. 

 

Figure 3. The Simulation Model of Load Distribution 

Table 2. The User Distributions 

CC1 
Info. ratio 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

users% 40 30 17 10 3 

CC2 Info. ratio 0.3 0.6          0.8 1.0 

 users% 50 30           15 5 

CC1&CC2 
Info. ratio 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

users% 45 25 15 10 5 

Table 3. Parameters of Simulation 

Parameter Value 

The processing time of each Pull-MA 10 ms 

Data size of the Pull-MA 2 kBytes 

Transmission time of the Pull-MA 2ms/hop 

 

 The integrated access method is applied for Pull-MAs with joint request on the 

integrated service area. The average response times of not only separated requests 

but also joint requests are recorded.  
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The users’ preferences realized in the experiments are same, and among the number of 

users 80% for separated service and 20% for integrated service. We computed the average 

response time of each case for number of users from 200 to 2000 per second. The average 

response time obtained in the condition without integration is compared with the proposed 

technique in Fig. 4. The improvement for users’ separated requests of each service and 

joint requests of integrated service is about 20% and 40% in average. The main reason is 

that the integrated access method reduces the total arrival rate of Pull-MAs to the system 

in one unit time. In addition, the information structure of integrated service area is 

effective to improve the ratio of the satisfaction of Pull-MAs with joint request on one 

node and the service rate of the system is therefore improved. As a result, the total load of 

the system is reduced autonomously thanks to the proposed integrated information service 

structure and access method. 

B.  Access Distribution Evaluation 

a) Simulation Model 

The performance of the autonomous access distribution is evaluated on the model that 

contains two SPs, as shown in Fig. 5. Each service area is composed of 10 nodes 

dispatched on 3 levels. From SP to the edge level the information volume is 3CHs, 2CHs 

and 1CH respectively. The integrated service area has been constructed to map a certain 

multi-service requests. The nodes in the system are assumed to be uniform in processing. 

Each node has three parallel queues for the different requests of Pull-MAs. The 

processing time depends on the the information volume requested by the Pull-MA. 

 

Figure 4. Comparison of the Average Response Time 

 

Figure 5. The Simulation Model of Access Distribution. 
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Table 4. Initial Setting 

Parame

ter 

Means Value 

λ0 arrival rate of Pull-MAs to request 

one service 

110 

λ11 arrival rate of Pull-MAs with joint 

request for CH(11, 21) 

66 

λ12 arrival rate of Pull-MAs with joint 

request for CH(11, 12, 21, 22) 

Dynam

ic 

λ13 arrival rate of Pull-MAs with joint 

request for all CHs 

Dynam

ic 

μ0 service rate of Pull-MAs with single 

request 

40MA/

s 

μ1 service rate of Pull-MAs with joint 

request 

20MA/

s 

μ2 service rate of Pull-MAs for just 

getting the lacking CH 

60MA/

s 

       

Figure 6. The Result of Comparison    Figure 7. The Result of Comparison  
                               (a)                                                          (b) 

The arrival rate of Pull-MAs for each edge node is assumed to be constant and equal to 

20MA/s. Two kinds of Pull-MAs are considered in this simulation. 

 Among of them, 10 Pull-MAs request only one service and percentages of 1, 2 and 3 

CHs requests are 60%, 30% and 10%, respectively. 

 Other 10 Pull-MAs are joint requests and the percentage of CH(11, 21) requests is 

60%. The proportion of users who want to get correlated CHs of CH(11, 12, 21, 22) 

and CH(11, 12, 13, 21, 22, 23) changes dynamically.  

The proposed autonomous access distribution mechanism is measured and compared 

with the conventional process that Pull-MAs with joint request are forwarded to the 

corresponding level according to their required correlated CHs. The initial setting to 

perform the simulation is given in Table 4. 

b) Results 

In this experiment, each Pull-MA is dynamically guided towards the relevant service 

going from node to node. And the changing arrival rates of users’ preferences are realized 

in the experiment. Figure 6 shows the average response time of users who want to get all 

correlated CHs. The autonomous processing and adjusting mechanisms clearly permit to 

maintain the access time of the Pull-MAs in an acceptable range. The proposed technique 

makes a 200% improvement in average compared to the forward to process case. On the 

other hand, the average response time of lower level is shown in Fig. 7. In the case of get 

and process, the average response time of lower level is increased. But take into account 
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the improvement of the access time, the time cost in lower level is acceptable. As a result, 

with the changing arrival rates, the autonomous access distribution technique permits 

much improvement of the access time of joint requests when compared to the 

conventional process case. 
 

4. Conclusion 

The autonomous network-based information services integration architecture has been 

designed to satisfy the multiservice utilization in rapidly changing environments [3]. 

However, the increase in the total number of user requests and changes in the users’ 

preferences cause the unbalancing load in the system and the overload in the locality. In 

this paper, a new approach of autonomous correlated services access is proposed to 

reduce the load of the system and achieve the timeliness of correlated services utilization. 

Autonomous load distribution can be achieved through the integrated access method, 

which reduces the total load of the system for the number of Pull-MAs sent to the system 

decrease. In addition, the information structure of integrated service area is effective to 

improve the ratio of the satisfaction of Pull-MAs with joint request on one node, i.e. the 

time of Pull-MAs staying in the system decreases. In other words, the service rate of the 

system is improved. As a result, the homogeneous distribution of the separated services 

requests and correlated services requests is guaranteed autonomously. 

The results of simulation show that the system can improve the average response time 

not only for joint requests of correlated services, but also for separate requests of each 

service under the static distribution of users’ preferences. However, in many conditions, 

the users’ preferences change dynamically. Then the problem is: how to avoid the local 

overload in the system with rapidly changing users’ demands. The proposed autonomous 

access distribution is to solve this problem. The autonomous processing and adjusting 

mechanisms permit to dynamically balance the load in the locality and offload some 

congested nodes by adaptive executing forward to process or get and process to achieve 

timeliness and assure the fairness under rapidly changing environments. 
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